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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 2018 SCHOLARSHIPS RECIPIENTS!
Caitlin Billiot - LSU
Ashley Disalvo – University of Holy Cross
Allee Lamy - LSU
Tiffany Landry - LSU
Rebecca Ropollo - LSU/Health Sciences
Sarah Sproles - University of Mississippi
Briana Tastet - Nicholls

Sponsor-Susan Miller
Sponsor-Cora Bergeron
Sponsor-Vera Ledet
Sponsor-Vera Ledet
Sponsor-Sigrid Vedros
Sponsor-Dottie Ancona
Sponsor-Judy Guillot

Join us on June 27th at our membership meeting when the scholarships
are awarded.
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Thanks to Debbie
Brazeal and Linda
Belsome for organizing the Food
Bank community
service project and
to all of our members who donated
food and money.
Your donations
really make a difference in our community, members!
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Throwback Photos — Remember 2004
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S H E L L H I T S P AY AT D O V E R I N D E E P W AT E R U S G O M
Royal Dutch Shell Plc (NYSE: RDS.A) has made its sixth discovery—Dover—in the
U.S. Gulf of Mexico’s (GoM) Norphlet play, hitting more than 244 m (800 ft) of net pay,
the company said May 24.
Drilled in Mississippi Canyon Block 612 in a water depth of 2,280 m (7,500 ft), the well
reached a total vertical drilling depth of 6,780 m (29,000 ft) measured depth. But it is
too early for Shell to reveal the estimated size of the discovery as well results are still
being evaluated.
“Early indications are that this is primarily an oil discovery,” Shell spokeswoman Kimberly Windon told Hart Energy in an emailed statement. “Additional evaluation of the
well data must be completed before we can determine the total size and recoverable
resource potential across the discovery, but we do anticipate that Dover will be a tieback.”
The deepwater Norphlet trend has given birth to several GoM discoveries in recent
years, which helps to keep the offshore region on oil and gas companies’ exploration
radar. Success in the trend continued in January when the Ballymore well hit 205 m
(673 ft) of net oil pay, giving operator Chevron Corp. (NYSE: CVX) access to the Norphlet play in the eastern GoM, and the latest by Shell.
Shell Offshore Inc. has made six discoveries, including Appomattox, Vicksburg,
Rydberg, Dover and Fort Sumter, in the Norphlet trend. The play, known offshore for
its HP/HT conditions, is also present onshore.
“Dover showcases our expertise in discovering new, commercial resources in a heartland helping deliver our deep water growth priority,” Andy Brown, upstream director for
Royal Dutch Shell, said in a news release. “By focusing on near-field exploration opportunities in the Norphlet, we are adding to our resource base in a prolific basin that
will be anchored by the Appomattox development.”
The company is calling the deepwater discovery an “attractive potential tieback.”
“Development planning will commence once we better understand the recoverable
volumes, which will help determine next steps,” Windon said. “At this time, we do not
anticipate that Dover is a hub-class discovery but has the potential to tie back to the
Appomattox host.”
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The find is located about 13 miles away from the Appomattox host, which arrived on
location in the GoM and is expected to start production before year-end 2019.
Shell said its major, deepwater hubs are well positioned to grow production through
near-field exploration and additional subsea tiebacks, another trend taking shape in
the GoM. Maximizing use of existing infrastructure with use of subsea tiebacks has
helped GoM producers cut expenses and operate more efficiently as they strive to
generate value.
“The company expects its global, deepwater production to exceed 900,000 barrels of
oil equivalent per day by 2020 from already discovered, established areas,” Shell said
in the release.
Dover is 100% owned by Shell, while the company holds a 79% interest in Appomattox with Nexen Petroleum Offshore USA Inc. holding the rest.
Source: epmag.com

Shell’s Dover discovery was drilled by the Deepwater Poseidon new-build rig in the
U.S. Gulf of Mexico.
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Frank Phillips
In 1897, the frontier town of Bartlesville located in Indian Territory became the site of
the first commercial oil well in Oklahoma. During the decade that followed, oil entrepreneurs streamed into the area and exploration exploded in a frenzy of spectacular
success and failures. The discovery of oil and increasing settlement led to statehood
in 1907. This same year, Oklahoma became the nation's leading producer of oil, a position it continued to occupy or share through the tumultuous years of growth that followed.
‘Frank Phillips, an ambitious barber-turned-bond salesman from Iowa, visited Bartlesville in 1903 to assess business possibilities in the surrounding oil fields. He returned
permanently two years later with his wife, Jane, and young son, John. After a series of
failures that nearly caused him to abandon the business, a string of eighty-one
straight successful oil wells insured success and played a key role in the development
of the oil industry in America.
Title to 10 acres of land was acquired in 1908, and by the end of 1909 the home of
Frank Phillips was complete. During Frank’s time, the home would serve not only as a
place to raise his children, but also as a prime location for elegant parties and business dealings.
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Oilfield Service Companies Eye Growing Labor Shortage
Finding roughnecks remains a challenge for oil drillers as rising crude prices increase
demand for their services, oilfield executives said May 17 at a conference in Houston.
Oilfield service suppliers cut tens of thousands of workers following the 2014 oil-price
collapse, and skilled employees have moved to other industries or are no longer interested. A worker shortage is helping drive up service costs for oil producers, especially in the hottest shale fields.
"Recruitment and staffing is a big challenge. We're aggressively focused on recruiting
people," said Kevin Neveu, CEO at Precision Drilling Corp. (NYSE: PDS). The Calgary, Alberta-based company added about 2,000 workers last year.
U.S. oil prices have rebounded to over $70 a barrel from lows of around $26 a barrel
in 2016, aided by rising global demand and supply cuts from OPEC-member countries and other exporters. As a result, there has been a rush to drill new wells in the
Permian Basin of West Texas and New Mexico and the Bakken Shale of North Dakota.
In Texas, the unemployment rate was 4% in March, near its historic low, vs. 4.6% a
year ago, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. "I was quite shocked at how
fast we ran out of people from our recall list," said Mike Nuss, an executive vice president at driller Ensign Energy Services Inc.
"We've had to scramble and resurrect our training," he said in an interview at the International Association of Drilling Contractors' conference. A study led last year by the
University of Houston found 25% of dismissed workers had moved to another industry and 55% were considering it.
While drillers hustle to secure more workers, they also need employees with hightech skills. Noble Corp. Plc (NYSE:NE) and General Electric Co. (NYSE: GE), for example, recently announced plans for a fully digitized drilling vessel.
"We're moving to an era where the machines do the work. They run the analysis and
they ultimately do the learning," said Bob Newhouse, CEO of Newhouse Consultants,
which advises oil and gas companies. "We've got to have the right people who can
look at the data, look at the information and make the right decisions." Although Precision Drilling fielded thousands of resumes last year, Neveu said he worries younger
workers may shun the industry due to its boom-and-bust reputation.
"A big take-away for us is making our industry attractive for the next generation of
people working on rigs," he said. Source: epmag.com
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Desk and Derrick Club of the

2018 ADDC Convention
Evansville, IN
September 18 - 23, 2018

Westbank
P.O. Box 2875
Gretna, LA 70054-2875

Visit us on the WEB.
www.westbankdandd.org
www.addc.org

GREATER KNOWLEDGE—GREATER SERVICE

ADDC Mission
Our mission is to enhance and foster a positive image to the global community by promoting the contribution of the petroleum, energy, and allied industries through education by using all resources available.

Westbank Oil Patch is published by the Desk and Derrick Club of the Westbank to
provide information to its members regarding the ADDC (at all levels—Association,
Region, and Club) and energy and allied industries .
Byline and credited articles represent the views of the authors and editor. Publication
neither implies approval of the opinions nor accuracy of facts stated.
Editor: Judi Adams (dandd.judi@gmail.com)

